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Over the past few years interest in the interaction of light and periodically structured plasmas 

grew noticeably, in particular in the regime of optical wavelengths and high intensities. This 

research is driven by the idea that plasma-based concepts may lead to virtually damage-less 

optics for high-intensity short-pulse lasers. The applications under discussion include amongst 

others parametric amplifiers, ultra-dispersive elements, wave- and q-plates, polarizers, 

holograms and mirrors.  

Transient plasma photonic crystals (TPPCs) are density modulated structures created as a 

collective plasma response to the ponderomotive beat of two counterpropagating laser pulses 

[1,2]. Their lifetime is on the order of a few to tens of picoseconds and their most prominent 

feature are (in general polarization dependent) optical band-gaps [3]. The interaction of high-

intensity probe pulses with frequencies within a band-gap is the foundation of possible 

applications such as mirrors, polarizers and volume holograms [4, 5]. In transmission the 

structures are birefringent and can be used as wave-plates [5]. Most of these optical properties 

follow from linear theory of light propagation in systems with periodically modulated 

refractive index. Formation and probing of TPPCs are thus mostly treated separately, as 

opposed to comparable concepts e.g. [6].  

In my presentation I will give an overview of the concept of TPPCs and discuss new ideas 

related to nonlinear light propagation in TPPCs related to possible novel radiation sources.  
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